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Follow the steps in this checklist to 

understand the requirements of 

information governance in collaboration, 

identify your organization’s stakeholders 

and needs, and proactively develop robust 

policies and procedures that improve your 

risk posture and enhance compliance.

Collaboration tools represent a new frontier in data generation and storage — and new risks and 

blind spots for the enterprise. Fines for improper use of unregulated messaging applications have already 

cost the Fortune 500 close to $1 billion since December 2021. Courts and regulators know these tools 

exist and expect organizations to moderate and control them.

As an IT leader, can you look your Board in the eye and assure them your collaboration ecosystem is secure 

and compliant? Can you support your colleagues in Legal and Information Security departments by enabling 

compliance within collaboration? Whether or not your organization has recognized their risk exposure yet, 

you can own the solutions that could mitigate costly fines and penalties when the regulators come calling.

“We thought we understood our 
collaboration environment. We had 
no idea how much sensitive data 
our employees were sharing.

Collaboration App Owner
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01 Build Your Team and Enable RBAC

 Information governance doesn’t happen in a vacuum. Align your mission with 

stakeholders from other departments, including Legal, Compliance, InfoSec and Finance.

Empower your stakeholders to establish collaboration retention policies, intelligent 

search, and data loss prevention measures by implementing role-based access 

controls (RBAC).

COVER YOUR APPS: A QUICK CHECKLIST FOR COLLABORATION SECURITY

02 Consolidate Collaboration Control

Understand where employees are collaborating. Be sure to consider both endorsed 
and shadow (freemium) IT solutions.

Identify ways to standardize acceptable use and retention policies across all 
collaboration tools.

 Proactively communicate endorsed tools and policies to employees.
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Shown Above 
Aware platform applications  RBAC for collaboration data
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Theme Extraction

Sentiment

Toxic Speech

Language Detection

Code Detection

NSFW Detection

Software Screenshot Detection

OCR Detection

Credit Card Detection

Platform source and content locationContent author, date & time stamp

Recorded edits and deletions

Surrounding context in timeline order

03 Extend Your Information Governance & Enrichment Strategy

COVER YOUR APPS: A QUICK CHECKLIST FOR COLLABORATION SECURITY

Assess the organization’s ability to handle the unique characteristics of collaboration 

data, including edits, deletions, private messages/hidden conversations, as well as files 

and attachments.

Understand where collaboration data is stored (including any data archives) and how 

your records management policies apply to public, private and direct messages.

Identify your organization’s ability to set dynamic retention policies that align with your 

records management policies, while also preserving important business context. Confirm 

your ability to purge data from the collaboration platform and any corresponding archives.

Consider data enrichment technologies that apply metadata to messages for easy 

searchability, as appropriate for collaboration conversations. Applicable metadata could 

include modifications, deletions, message attachments (define type) and images. Also 

consider additional AI/ML metadata.

Remind Legal and InfoSec leaders to balance information governance needs against 

the impact on the end user to retain high levels of adoption, protect your collaboration 

investments and minimize shadow IT.

Shown Above 
Aware AI/ML collaboration metadata enrichment
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04 Formalize Regulatory & Compliance Processes

COVER YOUR APPS: A QUICK CHECKLIST FOR COLLABORATION SECURITY

Support legal departments in outlining policies and procedures to satisfy employee 

Data Subject Access Requests and the right to be forgotten, as required by the 

GDPR or CCPA.

 Identify tools that provide rules-based solutions to address accidental sharing of 

restricted data like PHI/PII/PCI and other confidential information.

Work together to develop defensible monitoring and moderation processes to 

ensure compliance with industry regulations such as HIPAA and FINRA.

Shown Above 
Aware real-time compliance monitoring and moderation
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COVER YOUR APPS: A QUICK CHECKLIST FOR COLLABORATION SECURITY

05 Enable Legal & eDiscovery Workflows

Review the Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) framework to understand the 

standards for discovery for electronically stored information.

Identify a solution to create an immutable archive of conversation content, including context, 

that preserves edits and deletions and creates defensible audit logs.

Develop a strategy to create and release legal holds across all endorsed collaboration platforms.

Assess efficient eDiscovery options to quickly filter through conversation data. Consider 

features that may be unique to collaboration tools, such as @ mentions, as well as the ability to 

export messages and message context.

Understand your ability to leverage topics and big-data analysis to surface case analytics, 

participants and/or groups.

Shown Above 
Aware Search & Discover with conversation context
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Learn About Aware’s Remote Work Solutions, 
visit awarehq.com.  

Simplify Your Information Governance Needs with 
One Out-of-the-Box Solution 
Today’s IT leaders need new ways to satisfy complex requirements from multiple departments in limited 

time. That’s why Aware’s turnkey platform quickly addresses risk concerns in collaboration tools like Slack, 

Microsoft Teams, Yammer and Workplace from Meta, while allowing daily operations and workforce 

collaboration to continue unimpeded.
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